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INTERMOLECULAR FORCESINTERMOLECULAR FORCES

LIQUIDS & SOLIDSLIQUIDS & SOLIDS

Now it is time to consider the forcesNow it is time to consider the forces
that condense matter.that condense matter.
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These can be due to ionic orThese can be due to ionic or
covalent bonding [covalent bonding [intramolecularintramolecular
forces forces —— ionic stronger than ionic stronger than
covalent] or much weaker attractivecovalent] or much weaker attractive
forces we call intermolecular forces.forces we call intermolecular forces.
These are the forces These are the forces betweenbetween
(rather than within) molecules.(rather than within) molecules.

We briefly visited the We briefly visited the IMFIMF’’s s earlierearlier
when discussing the when discussing the nonideal nonideal behaviorbehavior
of gases.  These forces causeof gases.  These forces cause
changes of state by causing changeschanges of state by causing changes
among the molecules, NOT withinamong the molecules, NOT within
them.them.
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Dipole-DipoleDipole-Dipole
IMFIMF’’ss

Molecules withMolecules with
dipoles orientdipoles orient
themselves so thatthemselves so that
““++”” and  and ““--”” ends ends

ofof
the dipole arethe dipole are
close together.close together.

Hydrogen BondsHydrogen Bonds

Dipole-dipole attraction in whichDipole-dipole attraction in which
hydrogen on one molecule is attractedhydrogen on one molecule is attracted
to a highly electronegative atom on anto a highly electronegative atom on an
adjacent molecule. (F, O, N)adjacent molecule. (F, O, N)

bonded H

H-“bond”
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WHYWHY is there such variation among is there such variation among
the covalent hydrides of groups IVthe covalent hydrides of groups IV
through VII?through VII?

One would expect that BP wouldOne would expect that BP would
increase with increasing molecularincrease with increasing molecular
mass [since the more electrons in amass [since the more electrons in a
molecule, the more molecule, the more polarizable polarizable thethe
cloud {more about that in the nextcloud {more about that in the next
section}, the stronger the section}, the stronger the IMFIMF’’ss, the, the
more E needed to overcome thesemore E needed to overcome these
attractions and vaporize].attractions and vaporize].
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Hydrogen bonding,Hydrogen bonding,
ThatThat’’s why!s why!

Both reasons enhance the IMF weBoth reasons enhance the IMF we
refer to as hydrogen bonding.refer to as hydrogen bonding.

TWO ReasonsTWO Reasons
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1.  The lighter hydrides have the1.  The lighter hydrides have the
highest En values which leads tohighest En values which leads to
especially polar H-X bonds.especially polar H-X bonds.

2.  The small size of each dipole2.  The small size of each dipole
      allows for a closer approach of      allows for a closer approach of
      the dipoles, further strengthening      the dipoles, further strengthening
      the attractions.      the attractions.
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London Dispersion ForcesLondon Dispersion Forces
Weakest Weakest IMFIMF’’ss

Relatively weak forces that existRelatively weak forces that exist
among noble gas atoms andamong noble gas atoms and
nonpolar nonpolar molecules. (molecules. (ArAr, C, C88HH1818))

Caused by instantaneous dipoleCaused by instantaneous dipole
formation, in which electronformation, in which electron
distribution becomes asymmetrical.distribution becomes asymmetrical.

The newly formed dipoles now findThe newly formed dipoles now find
each other FAR more attractive thaneach other FAR more attractive than
before!before!
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Dipole-induced dipole if an Dipole-induced dipole if an ion orion or
polar moleculepolar molecule causes the distortion. causes the distortion.

OROR

Induced dipole-induced dipole if aInduced dipole-induced dipole if a
nonpolar moleulenonpolar moleule  sets off the chainsets off the chain
reaction of induction like in iodine.reaction of induction like in iodine.

a.k.a.a.k.a.

The ease withThe ease with
which the electronwhich the electron
““cloudcloud”” of an of an
atom can beatom can be
distorted is calleddistorted is called
polarizabilitypolarizability..
YouYou’’ll want toll want to
write aboutwrite about
polarizability polarizability when EXPLAININGwhen EXPLAINING
these concepts.these concepts.
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Without these forces, we could notWithout these forces, we could not
liquefy covalent gases or solidifyliquefy covalent gases or solidify
covalent liquids.covalent liquids.

These forces INCREASE as we goThese forces INCREASE as we go
down the family since the electrondown the family since the electron
cloud becomes more cloud becomes more polarizable polarizable withwith
increasing FW [more principle E levelsincreasing FW [more principle E levels
added, more electrons present, moreadded, more electrons present, more
shielding, valence farther from theshielding, valence farther from the
nucleus, etc.].nucleus, etc.].

Consider the halogensConsider the halogens……
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It explains WHY FIt explains WHY F22 and Cl and Cl22 are gases, are gases,
BrBr22 is a liquid [moderate dispersion is a liquid [moderate dispersion
forces a.k.a. London forces, a.k.a.forces a.k.a. London forces, a.k.a.
dipole-induced dipole forces] anddipole-induced dipole forces] and
ultimately Iultimately I22 is a solid! is a solid!

What does that tell us aboutWhat does that tell us about
boiling points??boiling points??

Which substance has the higher boilingWhich substance has the higher boiling
point?point?

a)a) NHNH33 or CH or CH44??
b)b) CHCH44 or CCl or CCl44??
c)c) NaCl NaCl or or ClCl2 2 ??
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Which substance has the higher boilingWhich substance has the higher boiling
point?point?

a)a) NHNH33 or CH or CH44??

  NHNH33 is polar, while CH is polar, while CH44 is  is nonpolarnonpolar..
Ammonia has hydrogen bondingAmmonia has hydrogen bonding
attractive forces and dispersion forces,attractive forces and dispersion forces,
while methane has only dispersion forces.while methane has only dispersion forces.
The attractive forces are stronger inThe attractive forces are stronger in
ammonia, so ammonia has a higherammonia, so ammonia has a higher
boiling point.boiling point.

Which substance has the higher boilingWhich substance has the higher boiling
point?point?

b) CHb) CH44 or CCl or CCl44??

Both CHBoth CH44 or CCl or CCl44 are  are nonpolar nonpolar with the onlywith the only
intermolecular attractive force isintermolecular attractive force is
dispersion forces. Since dispersion forces. Since Cl Cl has morehas more
electrons compared to H CClelectrons compared to H CCl44 is more is more
polarizable polarizable compared to CHcompared to CH44. The more. The more
polarizable polarizable the stronger the dispersionthe stronger the dispersion
forces the higher the boiling point.forces the higher the boiling point.
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Which substance has the higher boilingWhich substance has the higher boiling
point?point?

c) c) NaCl NaCl or or ClCl2 2 ??

NaCl NaCl is an ionic compound with ionicis an ionic compound with ionic
bonding, while chlorine is a covalentbonding, while chlorine is a covalent
molecule with only dispersionmolecule with only dispersion
intermolecular attractive forces. Ionicintermolecular attractive forces. Ionic
bonds are very strong bonds are very strong intraparticle intraparticle forcesforces
compared to any intermolecular attractivecompared to any intermolecular attractive
forces, so forces, so NaCl NaCl has the higher boilinghas the higher boiling
point.point.


